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ON SCHRO¨DINGER-VIRASORO TYPE LIE CONFORMAL
ALGEBRAS
YANYONG HONG
Abstract. In this paper, two new classes of Schro¨dinger-Virasoro type Lie
conformal algebras TSV (a, b) and TSV (c) which are non-simple are introduced
for some a, b, c ∈ C. Moreover, central extensions, conformal derivations and
free conformal modules of rank 1 of TSV (a, b) and TSV (c) are determined.
1. Introduction
Lie conformal algebra introduced by V.Kac in [10], [11] is an axiomatic descrip-
tion of the operator product expansion (or rather its Fourier transform) of chiral
fields in conformal field theory. It plays important roles in quantum field theory,
vertex algebras and infinite-dimensional Lie algebras satisfying the locality property
in [12]. Moreover, Lie conformal algebras have close connections to Hamiltonian
formalism in the theory of nonlinear evolution equations (see the book [6] and
references therein, and also [1, 7, 18, 17] and many other papers).
A Lie conformal algebra is said to be finite if it is finitely generated as a C[∂]-
module. There are two important examples of finite Lie conformal algebras. One
example is the Virasoro Lie conformal algebra Vir. It is defined by
Vir = C[∂]L, [LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L.
It should be pointed out that a torsion-free Lie conformal algebra of rank 1 is
either trivial or isomorphic to Vir (see [5]). The other example is the current Lie
conformal algebra associated with a finite dimensional Lie algebra. Let g be a
finite dimensional Lie algebra. The current Lie conformal algebra associated to g
is defined by:
Curg = C[∂]⊗ g, [aλb] = [a, b], a, b ∈ g.
It is shown in [5] that Vir and all current Lie conformal algebras Curg where g
is a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra exhausts all finite simple Lie conformal
algebras. Moreover, all irreducible finite conformal modules of finite simple Lie
conformal algebras are determined in [4] and cohomology groups of finite simple
Lie conformal algebras with some conformal modules are characterized in [2].
As for finite non-simple Lie conformal algebras, there are few examples and re-
lated results. Only recently, Su and Yuan in [14] investigate two new non-simple
Lie conformal algebras which are obtained from Schro¨dinger-Virasoro Lie alge-
bra and the extended Schro¨dinger-Virasoro Lie algebra. Similarly, a Schro¨dinger-
Virasoro type Lie conformal algebra obtained from a twisted case of the deforma-
tive Schro¨dinger-Virasoro Lie algebra are studied in [15]. In fact, their methods
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are the same, i.e. to construct Lie conformal algebras from some known formal
distribution Lie algebras (see [10]). In addition, a classification of the torsion-free
Lie conformal algebras of rank 2 is presented in [9]. In this paper, we plan to
present a generalization of Schro¨dinger-Virasoro Lie conformal algebra in [14] and
the Schro¨dinger-Virasoro type Lie conformal algebra introduced in [15] from the
point of view of Lie conformal algebra. Through this generalization, we obtain
two new classes of non-simple Lie conformal algebras of rank 3, i.e. TSV (a, b) and
TSV (c). Moreover, central extensions, conformal derivations and free conformal
modules of rank 1 of TSV (a, b) and TSV (c) are determined. These results will
enrich the theory of finite non-simple Lie conformal algebra.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some definitions,
notations and some results about Lie conformal algebras. In Section 3, two new
classes of Schro¨dinger-Virasoro type Lie conformal algebras TSV (a, b) and TSV (c)
are presented. In Section 4, central extensions of TSV (a, b) and TSV (c) by a
one-dimensional center are determined. In Section 5, we characterize conformal
derivations of TSV (a, b) and TSV (c). Moreover, free conformal modules of rank
one of TSV (a, b) and TSV (c) are investigated.
Throughout this paper, denote by C the field of complex numbers; N is the set
of natural numbers, i.e., N = {0, 1, 2, · · · }; Z is the set of integer numbers.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we will recall some definitions, notations and some results about
Lie conformal algebras. These facts can be referred to [10].
Definition 2.1. A Lie conformal algebra R is a C[∂]-module with a λ-bracket [·λ·]
which defines a C-bilinear map from R ⊗ R → R[λ], where R[λ] = R ⊗ C[λ] is the
space of polynomials of λ with coefficients in R, satisfying
[∂aλb] = −λ[aλb], [aλ∂b] = (λ+ ∂)[aλb], (conformal sesquilinearity)
[aλb] = −[b−λ−∂a], (skew-symmetry)
[aλ[bµc]] = [[aλb]λ+µc] + [bµ[aλc]], (Jacobi identity)
for a, b, c ∈ R.
A Lie conformal algebra is called finite if it is finitely generated as a C[∂]-module.
The rank of a Lie conformal algebra R is its rank as a C[∂]-module. We say a Lie
conformal algebra R is torsion-free just means that R as a C[∂]-module is torsion-
free. Since C[∂] is a principle ideal domain, a finite torsion-free Lie conformal
algebra R is free as a C[∂]-module.
In addition, given a Lie conformal algebra R, there is an important infinite-
dimensional Lie algebra associated with it. Set [aλb] =
∑
n∈N
λn
n! a(n)b. Let Coeff(R)
be the quotient of the vector space with basis an (a ∈ R, n ∈ Z) by the subspace
spanned over C by elements:
(αa)n − αan, (a+ b)n − an − bn, (∂a)n + nan−1, where a, b ∈ R, α ∈ C, n ∈ Z.
The operation on Coeff(R) is defined as follows:
(2.1) [am, bn] =
∑
j∈N
(
m
j
)
(a(j)b)m+n−j.
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Then, Coeff(R) is a Lie algebra and it is called the coefficient algebra of R (see
[10]).
For example, Coeff(Vir) is isomorphic to Witt algebra and Coeff(Curg) is just
the loop algebra associated with g.
In fact, Vir and Curg belong to a class of special Lie conformal algebras named
quadratic Lie conformal algebras (see [16]). Next, we introduce the definition of
quadratic Lie conformal algebra.
Definition 2.2. R is a quadratic Lie conformal algebra, if R = C[∂]V is a Lie
conformal algebra as a free C[∂]-module and the λ-bracket is of the following form:
[aλb] = ∂u+ λv + w,
where a, b, u, v, w ∈ V .
For giving an equivalent characterization of quadratic Lie conformal algebra, we
present the definitions of Novikov algebra and Gel’fand-Dorfman bialgebra.
Definition 2.3. A Novikov algebra A is a vector space over C with a bilinear
product ◦ : A×A→ A satisfying (for any a, b, c ∈ A):
(a ◦ b) ◦ c− a ◦ (b ◦ c) = (b ◦ a) ◦ c− b ◦ (a ◦ c),(2.2)
(a ◦ b) ◦ c = (a ◦ c) ◦ b.(2.3)
Remark 2.4. Novikov algebra was essentially stated in [7] that it corresponds to
a certain Hamiltonian operator. Moreover, it also appeared in [3] from the point
of view of Poisson structures of hydrodynamic type. The name “Novikov algebra”
was given by Osborn in [13].
Definition 2.5. (see [7] or [16]) A Gel’fand-Dorfman bialgebra A is a vector space
over C with two algebraic operations [·, ·] and ◦ such that (A, [·, ·]) forms a Lie
algebra, (A, ◦) forms a Novikov algebra and the following compatibility condition
holds:
[a ◦ b, c]− [a ◦ c, b] + [a, b] ◦ c− [a, c] ◦ b − a ◦ [b, c] = 0,(2.4)
for a, b, and c ∈ A. We usually denote it by (A, ◦, [·, ·]).
An equivalent characterization of quadratic Lie conformal algebra is given as
follows.
Theorem 2.6. (see [7] or [16]) R = C[∂]V is a quadratic Lie conformal algebra if
and only if the λ-bracket of R is given as follows
[aλb] = ∂(b ◦ a) + [b, a] + λ(b ∗ a),where a ∗ b = a ◦ b+ b ◦ a for a, b ∈ V ,
and (V, ◦, [·, ·]) is a Gel’fand-Dorfman bialgebra. Therefore, R is called the quadratic
Lie conformal algebra corresponding to the Gel’fand-Dorfman bialgebra (V, ◦, [·, ·]).
Finally, we introduce the definition of conformal module.
Definition 2.7. A conformal module M over a Lie conformal algebra R is a C[∂]-
module endowed with the λ-action aλv which defines a C-bilinear map R ⊗M →
M [λ] such that
(∂a)λv = −λaλv, aλ(∂v) = (λ + ∂)aλv,
aλ(bµv)− bµ(aλv) = [aλb]λ+µv,
for all a, b ∈ R, v ∈M .
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If M is finitely generated over C[∂], then M is called finite. The rank of a Lie
conformal algebra R is its rank as a C[∂]-module.
In the following, we will simply call a “conformal module” a “module”. And, for
any Lie conformal algebra R, “R-module” just means “conformal module of R”.
For the Virasoro Lie conformal algebra Vir, it is known from [4] that
Proposition 2.8. All free non-trivial Vir-modules of rank one over C[∂] are as
follows (α, β ∈ C):
Mα,β = C[∂]v, Lλv = (∂ + αλ + β)v.
This module is irreducible if and only if α is non-zero, and all irreducible Vir-
modules are of this kind.
3. Two classes of Schro¨dinger-Virasoro type Lie conformal
algebras
In this section, we will introduce two new classes of Schro¨dinger-Virasoro type
Lie conformal algebras from the point view of Lie conformal algebra.
First, let us recall the Schro¨dinger-Virasoro Lie conformal algebra (see [14]) and
the Schro¨dinger-Virasoro type Lie conformal algebra introduced in [15].
The Schro¨dinger-Virasoro Lie conformal algebra is SV = C[∂]L⊕C[∂]M⊕C[∂]Y
with the following non-trivial λ-brackets:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L, [LλY ] = (∂ +
3
2
λ)Y,(3.1)
[YλY ] = (∂ + 2λ)M, [LλM ] = (∂ + λ)M.(3.2)
It is obtained from the Schro¨dinger-Virasoro Lie algebra.
The Schro¨dinger-Virasoro type Lie conformal algebra introduced in [15] isDSV =
C[∂]L⊕ C[∂]M ⊕ C[∂]Y with the following non-trivial λ-brackets:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L, [LλY ] = ∂Y,(3.3)
[YλY ] = (∂ + 2λ)M, [LλM ] = (∂ − 2λ)M.(3.4)
Obviously, SV and DSV are two non-simple torsion-free Lie conformal algebras
of rank 3. Moreover, in both algebras, C[∂]L is the Virasoro Lie conformal algebra,
and C[∂]M and C[∂]Y are non-trivial modules of C[∂]L. Base on these facts, we
begin to give a generalization of SV and DSV .
Set TSV = C[∂]L ⊕ C[∂]M ⊕ C[∂]Y . Let C[∂]L be the Virasoro Lie conformal
algebra. Assume that C[∂]M and C[∂]Y are non-trivial modules of C[∂]L. Ac-
cording to SV and DSV , we also set [YλM ] = [MλM ] = 0. Moreover, with these
assumptions and by Proposition 2.8, we set the λ-brackets on TSV as follows:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L, [LλY ] = (∂ + α1λ+ α2)Y,(3.5)
[LλM ] = (∂ + β1λ+ β2)M, [YλY ] = (∂ + γ1λ+ γ2)M,(3.6)
[YλM ] = [MλM ] = 0,(3.7)
for some α1, α2, β1, β2, γ1, γ2 ∈ C.
Theorem 3.1. TSV is a Lie conformal algebra with the λ-brackets given by (3.5)-
(3.7) if and only if γ1 = 2, γ2 = 0, β2 = 2α2 and β1 = 2(α1 − 1).
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Proof. According to [YλY ] = −[Y−λ−∂Y ], it is easy to obtain γ1 = 2 and γ2 = 0.
Then, by the assumption on TSV , we only need to check that whether the Jacobi
identity holds when a = L, b = c = Y . Taking a = L, b = Y , c = Y in the Jacobi
identity and using (3.5)-(3.7), by comparing the coefficients of M , we obtain
(∂ + λ+ 2µ)(∂ + β1λ+ β2) = ((α1 − 1)λ− µ+ α2)(∂ + 2λ+ 2µ)(3.8)
+(∂ + α1λ+ µ+ α2)(∂ + 2µ).
By comparing the coefficients of ∂2, λ∂, µ∂, λ2, µ2, λµ, λ, µ, ∂, λ0, (3.8) holds if
and only if β2 = 2α2, β1 = 2(α1 − 1). Thus, this theorem holds. 
Then, for the readers’ convenience, we present the following definition in detail.
Definition 3.2. TSV (a, b) = C[∂]L ⊕ C[∂]M ⊕ C[∂]Y is a Lie conformal algebra
with the following λ-brackets:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L, [LλY ] = (∂ + aλ+ b)Y,(3.9)
[LλM ] = (∂ + 2(a− 1)λ+ 2b)M, [YλY ] = (∂ + 2λ)M,(3.10)
[YλM ] = [MλM ] = 0,(3.11)
for some a, b ∈ C.
Remark 3.3. When a = 32 , b = 0, TSV (
3
2 , 0) is just the Schro¨dinger-Virasoro
Lie conformal algebra studied in [14]; when a = b = 0, TSV (0, 0) is just the
Schro¨dinger-Virasoro type Lie conformal algebra studied in [15].
Remark 3.4. Obviously, TSV (a, b) is a quadratic Lie conformal algebra corre-
sponding to the 3-dimensional Gel’fand-Dorfman bialgebra V (a, b) = CL ⊕ CY ⊕
CM with the Novikov operation “◦” and the Lie bracket defined as follows:
L ◦ L = L, L ◦ Y = (a− 1)Y, Y ◦ L = Y, L ◦M = (2a− 3)M,(3.12)
M ◦ L = M, Y ◦ Y = M, Y ◦M = M ◦ Y =M ◦M = 0,(3.13)
[L,L] = [Y, Y ] = [Y,M ] = [M,M ] = 0, [L, Y ] = −bY, [L,M ] = −2bM.(3.14)
Remark 3.5. In fact, in a general case, we can assume that [YλY ] = P (λ, ∂)M
in (3.6) for some non-zero element P (λ, ∂) ∈ C[λ, ∂]. By the skew-symmetry, we
obtain
P (λ, ∂) = −P (−λ− ∂, ∂).(3.15)
Let Q(λ, ∂) = P (λ,−λ−∂). By (3.15), we get Q(λ,−λ−∂) = −Q(−λ−∂, λ). Then,
letting x = λ, y = −λ−∂, Q(x, y) = −Q(y, x). Therefore, Q(x, y) = (x−y)S(x, y),
where S(x, y) is a symmetric polynomial. Then, by the Jacobi identity holds when
a = L, b = Y , c = Y , we obtain
S(µ,−λ− µ− ∂)(∂ + λ+ 2µ)(∂ + β1λ+ β2) = ((α1 − 1)λ− µ+ α2)(∂ + 2λ+ 2µ)·
(3.16)
S(λ+ µ,−λ− µ− ∂) + (∂ + α1λ+ µ+ α2)(∂ + 2µ)S(µ,−µ− ∂).
However, it seems impossible to give all solutions of the equation directly. But,
when the degree m of S(x, y) is fixed, by comparing the coefficients of ∂i for i ∈
[0,m+2], we can determine all solutions of (3.16). Of course, when m is large, the
computation is complicated.
For example, when S(x, y) is a symmetric ploynomial of degree one, we set
S(x, y) = x+y+b where b ∈ C. Then, taking it into (3.16), by some computations,
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we can immediately obtain β1 = 0, β2 = 2α2, α1 =
3
2 , b = −2α2. Therefore,
P (λ, ∂) = (∂ + 2λ)(−∂ − 2α2).
By the above discussion in Remark 3.5, we obtain the following Lie conformal
algebra.
Definition 3.6. TSV (c) = C[∂]L⊕C[∂]M⊕C[∂]Y is a Lie conformal algebra with
the following λ-brackets:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L, [LλY ] = (∂ +
3
2
λ+ c)Y,(3.17)
[LλM ] = (∂ + 2c)M, [YλY ] = (∂ + 2λ)(−∂ − 2c)M,(3.18)
[YλM ] = [MλM ] = 0,(3.19)
for some c ∈ C.
Remark 3.7. By the definition of coefficient algebra of a Lie conformal algebra,
Coeff(TSV (a, b)) = ⊕i∈ZCLi ⊕i∈Z CYi ⊕i∈Z CMi is an infinite-dimensional Lie
algebra with the following Lie brackets (the other Lie brackets vanishing):
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n−1, [Lm, Yn] = (m(a− 1)− n)Ym+n−1 + bYm+n,
[Lm,Mn] = (m(2a− 3)− n)Mm+n−1 + 2bMm+n, [Ym, Yn] = (m− n)Mm+n−1.
Similarly, Coeff(TSV (c)) = ⊕i∈ZCLi⊕i∈ZCYi⊕i∈ZCMi is an infinite-dimensional
Lie algebra with the following Lie brackets (the other Lie brackets vanishing):
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n−1, [Lm, Yn] = (
m
2
− n)Ym+n−1 + cYm+n,
[Lm,Mn] = −(m+ n)Mm+n−1 + 2cMm+n,
[Ym, Yn] = (m− n)(m+ n− 1)Mm+n−2 + 2c(n−m)Mm+n−1.
4. Central extensions of TSV (a, b) and TSV (c)
In this section, we will study central extensions of TSV (a, b) and TSV (c) by a
one-dimensional center Cc.
An extension of a Lie conformal algebra R by an abelian Lie conformal algebra
C is a short exact sequence of Lie conformal algebras
0→ C → R̂→ R→ 0.
R̂ is called an extension of R by C in this case. This extension is called central if
∂C = 0 and [CλR̂] = 0.
In the following, we focus on the central extension R̂ of R by a one-dimensional
center Cc. This implies that R̂ = R ⊕ Cc, and
[aλb]R̂ = [aλb]R + αλ(a, b)c, for all a, b ∈ R,
where αλ : R × R → C[λ] is a C-bilinear map. By the axioms of Lie conformal
algebra, αλ should satisfy the following properties (for all a, b, c ∈ R) :
αλ(∂a, b) = −λαλ(a, b) = −αλ(a, ∂b),(4.1)
αλ(a, b) = −α−λ(b, a),(4.2)
αλ(a, [bµc])− αµ(b, [aλc]) = αλ+µ([aλb], c).(4.3)
Since TSV (a, b) is a quadratic Lie conformal algebra, for studying its central
extensions, we recall a proposition.
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Proposition 4.1. (see [8]) Let R̂ = R ⊕ Cc be a central extension of quadratic
Lie conformal algebra R = C[∂]V corresponding to (V, ◦, [·, ·]) by a one-dimensional
center Cc. Set the λ-bracket of R̂ by
˜[aλb] = ∂(b ◦ a) + λ(a ∗ b) + [b, a] + αλ(a, b)c,(4.4)
where a, b ∈ V and αλ(a, b) ∈ C[λ]. Assume that αλ(a, b) =
∑n
i=0 λ
iαi(a, b) for
any a, b ∈ V , where there exist some a, b ∈ V such that αn(a, b) 6= 0. Then, we
obtain (for any a, b, c ∈ V )
(1) If n > 3, αn(a ◦ b, c) = 0 ;
(2) If n ≤ 3,
αi(a, b) = (−1)
i+1αi(b, a), for any i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},(4.5)
α3(a, c ◦ b) = α3(a ◦ b, c) = α3(b ◦ a, c),(4.6)
α2(a, c ◦ b) + α3(a, [c, b]) = α2(a ◦ b, c) + α3([b, a], c),(4.7)
α2(a, b ∗ c) + α2(b ◦ a, c) = 2α2(a ◦ b, c) + 3α3([b, a], c),(4.8)
α1(a, c ◦ b) + α2(a, [c, b]) = α1(a ◦ b, c) + α2([b, a], c),(4.9)
α1(a, b ∗ c)− α1(b, a ∗ c) = −α1(b ◦ a, c) + α1(a ◦ b, c) + 2α2([b, a], c),(4.10)
α0(a, c ◦ b) + α1(a, [c, b])− α0(b, a ∗ c) = α0(a ◦ b, c) + α1([b, a], c),(4.11)
α0(a, [c, b])− α0(b, [c, a]) = α0([b, a], c).(4.12)
Then, central extensions of TSV (a, b) by a one-dimensional center Cc are char-
acterized as follows.
Theorem 4.2. (1) If a 6= 1 and a 6= 2 or b 6= 0, any central extension of TSV (a, b)
by a one-dimensional center Cc is of the following form: ˜TSV (a, b) = TSV (a, b)⊕
Cc and the non-trivial λ-brackets are given as follows:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L+ (Aλ +Bλ
3)c,(4.13)
[LλY ] = (∂ + aλ+ b)Y + (C +Dλ)c,(4.14)
[YλY ] = (∂ + 2λ)M + Eλc,(4.15)
[LλM ] = (∂ + 2(a− 1)λ+ 2b)M + (bE + (a− 1)Eλ)c,(4.16)
where A, B, C, D, E ∈ C and aC = bD.
(2) If a = 2 and b = 0, any central extension of TSV (2, 0) by a one-dimensional
center Cc is of the following form: ˜TSV (2, 0) = TSV (2, 0)⊕Cc and the non-trivial
λ-brackets are given as follows :
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L + (Aλ+Bλ
3)c,(4.17)
[LλY ] = (∂ + 2λ)Y + (Cλ+Dλ
3)c,(4.18)
[YλY ] = (∂ + 2λ)M + (Eλ+ Fλ
3)c,(4.19)
[LλM ] = (∂ + 2λ)M + (Eλ+ Fλ
3)c,(4.20)
where A, B, C, D, E, F ∈ C.
(3) If a = 1 and b = 0, any central extension of TSV (1, 0) by a one-dimensional
center Cc is of the following form: ˜TSV (1, 0) = TSV (1, 0)⊕Cc and the non-trivial
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λ-brackets are given as follows:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L+ (Aλ +Bλ
3)c,(4.21)
[LλY ] = (∂ + λ)Y + (Cλ +Dλ
2)c, [LλM ] = ∂M,(4.22)
[YλY ] = (∂ + 2λ)M + Eλc, [YλM ] = F c.(4.23)
where A, B, C, D, E, F ∈ C.
Proof. By Remark 3.4, TSV (a, b) is a quadratic Lie conformal algebra correspond-
ing to the Gel’fand-Dorfman bialgebra V (a, b). Since L = L ◦ L, Y = Y ◦ L and
M = M ◦L, we obtain that for any x ∈ V (a, b), there exist y, z ∈ V (a, b) such that
x = y ◦ z. Therefore, by Proposition 4.1, we only need to determine all α0(x, y),
α1(x, y), α2(x, y) and α3(x, y) satisfying (4.5)-(4.12) where x, y ∈ {L,M, Y }. By
some computations, we can obtain
(1) If a 6= 1 and a 6= 2 or b 6= 0, we obtain (the other bilinear forms vanishing)
α3(L,L) = B, α1(L,L) = A, α1(L, Y ) = D, α0(L, Y ) = C, α1(Y, Y ) = E,
α1(L,M) = (a− 1)E, α0(L,M) = bE,
for any A, B, C, D, E ∈ C and aC = bD;
(2) If a = 2, b = 0, we obtain (the other bilinear forms vanishing)
α3(L,L) = B, α1(L,L) = A, α3(L, Y ) = D, α1(L, Y ) = C,
α3(Y, Y ) = α3(L,M) = F, α1(Y, Y ) = α1(L,M) = E,
for any A, B, C, D, E, F ∈ C.
(3)If a = 1, b = 0, we obtain (the other bilinear forms vanishing)
α3(L,L) = B, α1(L,L) = A, α2(L, Y ) = D, α1(L, Y ) = C,
α1(Y, Y ) = E, α0(Y,M) = F,
for any A, B, C, D, E, F ∈ C.
Therefore, by Proposition 4.1, this theorem holds. 
Corollary 4.3. (1) If a 6= 1, a 6= 2 and a, b are not equal to zero simultaneously
or b 6= 0, there exists a unique non-trivial central extension of TSV (a, b) by a
one-dimensional center Cc with the following non-trivial λ-brackets:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L +
1
12
λ3c,(4.24)
[LλY ] = (∂ + aλ+ b)Y,(4.25)
[YλY ] = (∂ + 2λ)M, [LλM ] = (∂ + 2(a− 1)λ+ 2b)M.(4.26)
(2) If a = b = 0, for any C, D ∈ C and (C,D) 6= (0, 0), there exists a unique
non-trivial central extension of TSV (0, 0) by a one-dimensional center Cc with the
following non-trivial λ-brackets:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L+
1
12
λ3c,(4.27)
[LλY ] = ∂Y + (C +Dλ)c,(4.28)
[YλY ] = (∂ + 2λ)M, [LλM ] = (∂ − 2λ)M.(4.29)
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(3) If a = 2 and b = 0, for any D, F ∈ C and (D,F ) 6= (0, 0), there exists a
unique non-trivial central extension of TSV (2, 0) by a one-dimensional center Cc
with the following non-trivial λ-brackets:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L+
1
12
λ3c,(4.30)
[LλY ] = (∂ + 2λ)Y +Dλ
3
c,(4.31)
[YλY ] = (∂ + 2λ)M + Fλ
3
c,(4.32)
[LλM ] = (∂ + 2λ)M + Fλ
3
c.(4.33)
(4) If a = 1 and b = 0, for any D, F ∈ C, and (D,F ) 6= (0, 0), there exists a
unique non-trivial central extension of TSV (1, 0) by a one-dimensional center Cc
with the following non-trivial λ-brackets:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L+
1
12
λ3c,(4.34)
[LλY ] = (∂ + λ)Y +Dλ
2
c, [LλM ] = ∂M(4.35)
[YλY ] = (∂ + 2λ)M, [YλM ] = F c.(4.36)
Proof. (1) If b 6= 0, by Theorem 4.2 (1), replacing L, Y , M respectively by L+ A2 c,
Y + C
b
c, M + E2 c, we can let A = C = D = E = 0. If b = 0 and a 6= 0, a 6= 1, a 6= 2,
similarly, replacing L, Y , M respectively by L+ A2 c, Y +
D
a
c, M + E2 c, we can also
let A = C = D = E = 0. Since the central extension is non-trivial, by rescaling c,
we can suppose B = 112 . Then, we obtain the result.
(2) By Theorem 4.2 (1), replacing L, M respectively by L+ A2 c, M +
E
2 c, we can
make A = E = 0. But, we can not make C and D vanishing. Thus, this result is
obtained.
(3) and (4) can be similarly obtained.

Remark 4.4. Define α, β, γ, θ, ι, κ, and ω: TSV (a, b)⊗TSV (a, b)→ C[λ] by (all
other terms are vanishing)
αλ(L,L) = λ
3, βλ(L, Y ) = 1, γλ(L, Y ) = λ,(4.37)
θλ(L, Y ) = λ
2, ιλ(L, Y ) = λ
3,(4.38)
κλ(Y, Y ) = κλ(L,M) = λ
3, ωλ(Y,M) = 1.(4.39)
Then, by Corollary 4.3 and the cohomology theory of Lie conformal algebra
introduced in [2] and the above discussion, we obtain
(1) If a 6= 1, a 6= 2 and a, b are non equal to zero simultaneously or b 6= 0,
H2(TSV (a, b),C) = Cα.
(2) H2(TSV (0, 0),C) = Cα⊕ Cβ ⊕ Cγ.
(3) H2(TSV (2, 0),C) = Cα⊕ Cι⊕ Cκ.
(4) H2(TSV (1, 0),C) = Cα⊕ Cθ ⊕ Cω .
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Theorem 4.5. Any central extension of TSV (c) by a one-dimensional center Cc
is of the following form: ˜TSV (c) = TSV (c)⊕Cc and the non-trivial λ-brackets are
given as follows:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L+ (a1λ+ a3λ
3)c,(4.40)
[LλY ] = (∂ +
3
2
λ+ c)Y + (
2
3
c+ λ)b1c,(4.41)
[YλY ] = −(∂ + 2λ)(∂ + 2c)M − 2c0λc,(4.42)
[LλM ] = (∂ + 2c)M + c0c,(4.43)
where a1, a3, b1, c0 ∈ C.
Proof. By (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), we only need to determine αλ(L,L), αλ(L, Y ),
αλ(L,M), αλ(Y, Y ), αλ(Y,M), αλ(M,M).
Replacing a, b, c by L in (4.3), we obtain
(λ+ 2µ)αλ(L,L)− (µ+ 2λ)αµ(L,L) = (λ− µ)αλ+µ(L,L).(4.44)
Set αλ(L,L) =
∑n
i=0 aiλ
i ∈ C[λ] with an 6= 0. If n > 1, by comparing the
coefficients of λn, one gets (n− 3)anµ = 0. Thus, n = 3. Now, we have αλ(L,L) =
a0+ a1λ+ a2λ
2 + a3λ
3. By (4.2) and (4.44), we can obtain αλ(L,L) = a1λ+ a3λ
3.
Taking a = b = L, c = Y in (4.3) and by (4.1) and (4.2), one has
(λ+
3
2
µ+ c)αλ(L, Y )− (µ+
3
2
λ+ c)αµ(L, Y )(4.45)
= (λ− µ)αλ+µ(L, Y ).
Assume that αλ(L, Y ) =
∑m
i=0 biλ
i ∈ C[λ] with bm 6= 0. If m > 1, by comparing
the coefficients of λm in (4.45), one has ((52 −m)µ+ c)bm = 0, which gives bm = 0.
Thus, αλ(L, Y ) = b0 + b1λ. Inserting this into (4.45) leads to b0 =
2
3cb1 and thus
αλ(L, Y ) = b1(
2
3c+ λ).
Letting a = L, b = L and c =M in (4.3), we get
(λ+ 2c)αλ(L,M)− (µ+ 2c)αµ(L,M) = (λ− µ)αλ+µ(L,M).(4.46)
Set αλ(L,M) =
∑s
i=0 ciλ
i ∈ C[λ] with cs 6= 0. If s > 1, comparing the coefficients
of λs, we obtain 2ccs − cs(s − 1)µ = 0. Thus, s ≤ 1. Then, plugging αλ(L,M) =
c0 + c1λ into (4.46), we get cc1 = 0. Thus, when c = 0, αλ(L,M) = c0 + c1λ.
Otherwise, αλ(L,M) = c0.
Furthermore, taking a = L, b = c = Y in (4.3), we obtain
−(λ+ 2µ)(λ+ 2c)αλ(L,M)− (µ+
3
2
λ+ c)αµ(Y, Y )(4.47)
= (
1
2
λ− µ+ c)αλ+µ(Y, Y ).
Then, we discuss it in two cases, i.e. c = 0 and c 6= 0. If c = 0, we have known
αλ(L,M) = c0 + c1λ. Assume that αλ(Y, Y ) =
∑t
i=0 diλ
i ∈ C[λ] with dt 6= 0.
Then, (4.47) becomes
−(λ+ 2µ)λ(c0 + c1λ) − (µ+
3
2
λ)
t∑
i=0
diµ
i(4.48)
= (
1
2
λ− µ)
t∑
i=0
di(λ + µ)
i.
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Obviously, by (4.48), we get t ≤ 2. Then, taking αλ(Y, Y ) = d0 + d1λ+ d2λ
2 into
(4.48) and by some simple computations, one has d0 = 0, d1 = −2c0, d2 = c1 = 0.
Thus, αλ(L,M) = c0, αλ(Y, Y ) = −2c0λ. If c 6= 0, taking αλ(Y, Y ) =
∑t
i=0 diλ
i ∈
C[λ] with dt 6= 0 into (4.47) and with a similar discussion, we obtain αλ(Y, Y ) =
−2c0λ.
Finally, replacing a, b, c by L, M , M and L, Y , M respectively in (4.3), we get
−(µ+ 2c)αµ(M,M) = (−λ− µ+ 2c)αλ+µ(M,M),
−(µ+ 2c)αµ(Y,M) = (
1
2
λ− µ+ c)αλ+µ(Y,M).
It follows that αλ(M,M) = αλ(Y,M) = 0. Then, it is easy to see that (4.3) holds
in other cases.
By now, the proof is finished.

Corollary 4.6. If c 6= 0, there exists a unique non-trivial central extension of
TSV (c) by a one-dimensional center Cc with the following non-trivial λ-brackets:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L+
1
12
λ3c,(4.49)
[LλY ] = (∂ +
3
2
λ+ c)Y, [LλM ] = (∂ + 2c)M,(4.50)
[YλY ] = −(∂ + 2λ)(∂ + 2c)M.(4.51)
If c = 0, for any c0 ∈ C\{0}, there exists a unique non-trivial central extension
of TSV (0) by a one-dimensional center Cc with the following non-trivial λ-brackets:
[LλL] = (∂ + 2λ)L+
1
12
λ3c,(4.52)
[LλY ] = (∂ +
3
2
λ)Y, [LλM ] = ∂M + c0c,(4.53)
[YλY ] = −(∂ + 2λ)∂M − 2c0λc.(4.54)
Proof. If c 6= 0, by Theorem 4.5, replacing L, Y ,M respectively by L+ a12 c, Y +
2
3b1c,
M + c02c c, we can make a1 = b1 = c0 = 0. Since the central extension is nontrivial,
by rescaling c, we can suppose a3 =
1
12 . When c = 0, by replacing L, Y respectively
by L+ a12 c, Y +
2
3 b1c, we can let a1 = b0 = 0. But, we can not make c0 vanishing.
Thus, this result is obtained. 
Remark 4.7. Define α and β : TSV (c)⊗ TSV (c)→ C[λ] by (all other terms are
vanishing)
αλ(L,L) = λ
3, βλ(L,M) = 1, βλ(Y, Y ) = −2λ.(4.55)
Then, by Corollary 4.6, we get
(1) If c 6= 0, H2(TSV (c),C) = Cα.
(2) H2(TSV (0),C) = Cα⊕ Cβ.
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5. Conformal derivations and free conformal modules of rank one
of TSV (a, b) and TSV (c)
In this section, we will study conformal derivations and free conformal modules
of rank one of TSV (a, b) and TSV (c).
First, we investigate conformal derivations of TSV (a, b) and TSV (c).
From now on, denote by A the ring C[∂] of polynomials in the indeterminate ∂.
Definition 5.1. A conformal linear map between A-modules U and V is a linear
map φλ : U → A[λ]⊗A V such that
φλ(∂u) = (∂ + λ)φλu, for all u ∈ U .(5.1)
We will abuse the notation by writing φ : U → V any time it is clear from the
context that φ is conformal linear.
Definition 5.2. Let R be a Lie conformal algebra. A conformal linear map d :
R→ R is called a conformal derivation of R if
dλ[aµb] = [(dλa)λ+µb] + [aµ(dλb)], all a, b ∈ R.(5.2)
The space of all conformal derivations of R is denoted by CDer(R). For any
a ∈ R, there is a natural conformal linear map ad a : R→ R such that
(ad a)λb = [aλb], b ∈ R.
All conformal derivations of this kind are called inner. The space of all inner
conformal derivations is denoted by CInn(R).
Next, we begin to determine conformal derivations of TSV (a, b) and TSV (c).
Theorem 5.3. (1)If a 6= 32 , all conformal derivations of TSV (a, b) are inner, i.e.
CDer(TSV (a, b)) = CInn(TSV (a, b)).
If a = 32 , for any b0 ∈ C\{0}, we can define a non-inner derivation R whose
actions are given by Rλ(L) = b0M , Rλ(M) = Rλ(Y ) = 0. Denote the vector space
of all R by T . We get CDer(TSV (32 , b)) = CInn(TSV (
3
2 , b))⊕ T .
(2) All conformal derivations of TSV (c) are inner, i.e. CDer(TSV (c)) =
CInn(TSV (c)).
Proof. (1) Assume that d is a conformal derivation of TSV (a, b). Suppose that
dλ(L) = A1(λ, ∂)L+B1(λ, ∂)Y + C1(λ, ∂)M,(5.3)
dλ(Y ) = A2(λ, ∂)L+B2(λ, ∂)Y + C2(λ, ∂)M,(5.4)
dλ(M) = A3(λ, ∂)L+B3(λ, ∂)Y + C3(λ, ∂)Y,(5.5)
where Ai(λ, ∂), Bi(λ, ∂), Ci(λ, ∂) ∈ C[λ, ∂] for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Applying dλ to [LµL] = (∂ + 2µ)L, the left-hand side becomes
dλ[LµL] = [(dλL)λ+µL] + [Lµ(dλL)]
= (∂ + 2λ+ 2µ)A1(λ,−λ− µ)L+ ((a− 1)∂
+a(λ+ µ)− b)B1(λ,−λ− µ)Y + ((2a− 3)∂
+2(a− 1)(λ+ µ)− 2b)C1(λ,−λ − µ)M
+(∂ + 2µ)A1(λ, µ+ ∂)L+ (∂ + aµ+ b)B1(λ, µ+ ∂)Y
+(∂ + 2(a− 1)µ+ 2b)C1(λ, µ + ∂)M,
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while the right side becomes
dλ((∂ + 2µ)L) = dλ((∂ + 2µ)L)
= (∂ + λ+ 2µ)(A1(λ, ∂)L+B1(λ, ∂)Y + C1(λ, ∂)M).
By comparing the coefficients of the similar terms in the above equalities, we obtain
(∂ + λ+ 2µ)A1(λ, ∂) = (∂ + 2λ+ 2µ)A1(λ,−λ− µ)
+(∂ + 2µ)A1(λ, µ+ ∂),(5.6)
(∂ + λ+ 2µ)B1(λ, ∂) = ((a− 1)∂ + a(λ+ µ)− b)B1(λ,−λ− µ)
+(∂ + aµ+ b)B1(λ, µ+ ∂),(5.7)
(∂ + λ+ 2µ)C1(λ, ∂) = ((2a− 3)∂ + 2(a− 1)(λ+ µ)− 2b)C1(λ,−λ− µ)
+(∂ + 2(a− 1)µ+ 2b)C1(λ, µ+ ∂).(5.8)
Let A1(λ, ∂) =
∑n
i=0 fi(λ)∂
i where fi(λ) ∈ C[λ] and fn(λ) 6= 0. If n > 1, comparing
the coefficients of ∂n in (5.6), we get (λ−nµ)fn(λ) = 0, obtaining a contradiction.
Thus, A1(λ, ∂) = f0(λ)+f1(λ)∂. Taking this into (5.6) and by some computations,
one can obtain f0(λ) = 2f1(λ)λ. Hence, A1(λ, ∂) = f1(λ)(∂ + 2λ). With a similar
method, from (5.7) and (5.8), we can obtain that
B1(λ, ∂) = g0(λ) + g1(λ)∂,where (a− 1)g0(λ) = (aλ− b)g1(λ),
C1(λ, ∂) = h0(λ) + h1(λ)∂,where (a−
3
2
)h0(λ) = ((a− 1)λ− b)h1(λ),
where g0(λ), g1(λ), h0(λ), h1(λ) ∈ C[λ].
From the above discussion, we can get:
If a 6= 1 and a 6= 32 , one has
dλ(L) = f1(λ)(∂ + 2λ)L+ g1(λ)(
aλ − b
a− 1
+ ∂)Y
+h1(λ)(
(a − 1)λ− b
a− 32
+ ∂)M.(5.9)
If a = 1, one gets
dλ(L) = f1(λ)(∂ + 2λ)L+ g0(λ)Y + h1(λ)(2b + ∂)M.(5.10)
If a = 32 , one has
dλ(L) = f1(λ)(∂ + 2λ)L+ g1(λ)((3λ − 2b) + ∂)Y + h0(λ)M.(5.11)
Next, we discuss it in the three cases.
If a 6= 1 and a 6= 32 , replacing d by d − ad(f1(−∂)L +
g1(−∂)
a−1 Y +
h1(−∂)
2a−3 M), we
get dλ(L) = 0. Then, applying dλ to [LµY ] = (∂ + aµ+ b)Y and using dλ(L) = 0,
by comparing the coefficients of L, Y , M , one can obtain
(∂ + λ+ aµ+ b)A2(λ, ∂) = (∂ + 2µ)A2(λ, µ+ ∂),(5.12)
(∂ + λ+ aµ+ b)B2(λ, ∂) = (∂ + aµ+ b)B2(λ, µ+ ∂),(5.13)
(∂ + λ+ aµ+ b)C2(λ, ∂) = (∂ + 2(a− 1)µ+ 2b)C2(λ, µ+ ∂).(5.14)
Comparing the highest degrees of λ in (5.12), (5.13) and (5.14), we can directly get
A2(λ, ∂) = B2(λ, ∂) = C2(λ, ∂) = 0. Thus, dλ(Y ) = 0. Similarly, applying dλ to
[LµM ] = (∂+2(a− 1)µ+2b)M , we can obtain dλ(M) = 0. Therefore, in this case,
all conformal derivations are inner.
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If a = 1, assume that g0(λ) =
∑n
i=0 ai(λ− b)
i and let γ(λ) =
∑n−1
i=0 ai+1(λ− b)
i.
Then, replacing d by d− ad(f1(−∂)L+ γ(−∂)Y − h1(−∂)M), we get dλ(L) = a0Y.
Then, similar to the first case, applying dλ to [LµY ] = (∂ + µ + b)Y and using
dλ(L) = a0Y , we obtain
(∂ + λ+ µ+ b)A2(λ, ∂) = (∂ + 2µ)A2(λ, µ+ ∂),(5.15)
(∂ + λ+ µ+ b)B2(λ, ∂) = (∂ + µ+ b)B2(λ, µ+ ∂),(5.16)
(∂ + λ+ µ+ b)C2(λ, ∂) = a0(∂ + 2λ+ 2µ) + (∂ + 2b)C2(λ, µ+ ∂).(5.17)
Comparing the highest degrees of λ in (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17), it is easy to see that
A2(λ, ∂) = B2(λ, ∂) = C2(λ, ∂) = a0 = 0. Thus, dλ(L) = dλ(Y ) = 0. Similarly,
applying dλ to [LµM ] = (∂ + 2b)M , we can obtain dλ(M) = 0. Therefore, in this
case, all conformal derivations are also inner.
If a = 32 , assume that h0(λ) =
∑m
i=0 bi(λ − 2b)
i and let κ(λ) =
∑m−1
i=0 bi+1(λ −
2b)i. Then, replacing d by d−ad(f1(−∂)L+2g1(−∂)Y +κ(−∂)M), we get dλ(L) =
b0M. Then, with a similar discussion as that in the second case, we can get dλ(Y ) =
dλ(M) = 0. Therefore, in this case, d = ad(f1(−∂)L+ 2g1(−∂)Y + κ(−∂)M) +R,
where R is defined by Rλ(L) = b0M, Rλ(Y ) = Rλ(M) = 0. Moreover, R is a
non-inner conformal derivation for any b0 ∈ C\{0}.
By now, the proof is finished.
(2) Assume that d is a conformal derivation of TSV (c). Let dλ(L) = E1(λ, ∂)L+
F1(λ, ∂)Y +G1(λ, ∂)M . Similar to that in (1), by applying dλ to [LµL] = (∂+2µ)L,
we can obtain
(∂ + λ+ 2µ)E1(λ, ∂) = (∂ + 2λ+ 2µ)E1(λ,−λ− µ)
+(∂ + 2µ)E1(λ, µ+ ∂),(5.18)
(∂ + λ+ 2µ)F1(λ, ∂) = (
1
2
∂ +
3
2
(λ+ µ)− c)F1(λ,−λ− µ)
+(∂ +
3
2
µ+ c)F1(λ, µ+ ∂),(5.19)
(∂ + λ+ 2µ)G1(λ, ∂) = (∂ + 2c)(G1(λ, µ+ ∂)−G1(λ,−λ− µ)).(5.20)
With the similar discussion that in (1), we can get
E1(λ, ∂) = f(λ)(∂ + 2λ), E1(λ, ∂) = g(λ)(∂ + 3λ− 2c),(5.21)
G1(λ, ∂) = h(λ)(∂ + 2c),(5.22)
where f(λ), g(λ) and h(λ) ∈ C[λ].
Replacing d by d − ad(f(−∂)L + 2g(−∂)Y − h(−∂)M), we can get dλ(L) = 0.
Then, similar to that in (1), by applying dλ to [LµY ] = (∂+
3
2µ+c)Y and [LµM ] =
(∂ + 2c)M respectively and using dλ(L) = 0, one can obtain dλ(Y ) = dλ(M) = 0.
Therefore, all conformal derivations of TSV (c) are inner. 
Finally, we present a characterization of all free non-trivial TSV (a, b)-modules
and TSV (c)-modules of rank one.
Theorem 5.4. (1) If a 6= 1 or b 6= 0, all free non-trivial TSV (a, b)-modules of
rank one over C[∂] are as follows:
Mα,β = C[∂]v, Lλv = (∂ + αλ+ β)v, Yλv =Mλv = 0, for some α, β ∈ C.
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In addition, all free non-trivial TSV (1, 0)-modules of rank one over C[∂] are as
follows:
Mα,β = C[∂]v, Lλv = (∂ + αλ + β)v, Yλv = γv, Mλv = 0, for some α, β, γ ∈ C.
(2)All free non-trivial TSV (c)-modules of rank one over C[∂] are as follows:
Mα,β = C[∂]v, Lλv = (∂ + αλ+ β)v, Yλv =Mλv = 0, for some α, β ∈ C.
Proof. (1) Assume that
Lλv = f(λ, ∂)v, Yλv = g(λ, ∂)v, and Mλv = h(λ, ∂)v,(5.23)
where f(λ, ∂), g(λ, ∂), h(λ, ∂) ∈ C[λ, ∂].
Since C[∂]L is the Virasoro Lie conformal algebra, according to Proposition 2.8,
we get that f(λ, ∂) = 0 or f(λ, ∂) = ∂+αλ+β for some α, β ∈ C. Since [YλM ] = 0,
we have Yµ(Mλv) = Mλ(Yµv). Therefore, we can obtain h(λ, ∂ + µ)g(µ, ∂) =
g(µ, ∂ + λ)h(λ, ∂), which implies degλh(λ, ∂) = deg∂g(λ, ∂) + degλh(λ, ∂), where
degλh(λ, ∂) is the highest degree of λ in h(λ, ∂). Thus, deg∂g(λ, ∂) = 0, i.e.
g(λ, ∂) = A(λ) for some A(λ) ∈ C[λ]. Therefore, h(λ, ∂) = B(λ) for some
B(λ) ∈ C[λ]. Then, considering [YλY ]λ+µv = ((∂ + 2λ)M)λ+µv, we get
g(µ, ∂ + λ)g(λ, ∂) − g(λ, ∂ + µ)g(µ, ∂) = (λ− µ)h(λ+ µ, ∂).(5.24)
Taking g(λ, ∂) = A(λ) and h(λ, ∂) = B(λ) into (5.24), we have (λ − µ)B(λ) = 0.
Therefore, h(λ, ∂) = B(λ) = 0, i.e. Mλv = 0. Thus, [LλM ]λ+µv = ((∂ + 2(a −
1)λ + 2b)M)λ+µv = 0, [YλM ]λ+µv = 0 and [MλM ]λ+µv = 0 hold. Finally, by
[LλY ]λ+µv = ((∂ + aλ+ b)Y )λ+µv, we can get
(−λ− µ+ aλ+ b)g(λ+ µ, ∂) = g(µ, λ+ ∂)f(λ, ∂)(5.25)
−g(µ, ∂)f(λ, µ+ ∂).
Obviously, if f(λ, ∂) = 0, g(λ, ∂) = 0, which means this module action is trivial.
Therefore, f(λ, ∂) = ∂ + αλ + β. Taking this and g(λ, ∂) = A(λ) into (5.25), we
obtain
(−µ+ (a− 1)λ+ b)A(λ+ µ) = −A(µ)µ.(5.26)
Obviously, A(µ) = γ for some γ ∈ C. Then, plugging it into (5.26), we can get: If
a 6= 1 or b 6= 0, g(λ, ∂) = γ = 0; if a = 1 and b = 0, g(λ, ∂) = γ for any γ ∈ C.
Now, the proof is finished.
(2) Assume that the module action of TSV (c) on C[∂]v is defined by (5.23).
According to that in (1), with the same discussions on [LλL]λ+µv = ((∂+2λ)L)λ+µv
and [YλM ]λ+µv = 0, we get that f(λ, ∂) = 0 or f(λ, ∂) = ∂+αλ+β, g(λ, ∂) = A(λ)
and h(λ, ∂) = B(λ) for some α, β ∈ C and A(λ), B(λ) ∈ C[λ].
Applying [YλY ] = −(∂+2λ)(∂+2c)M to v, we can obtain Yλ(Yµv)−Yµ(Yλv) =
(−(∂ + 2λ)(∂ + 2c)M)λ+µv. From this, we can deduce that g(λ, ∂)g(µ, λ + ∂) −
g(µ, ∂)g(λ, µ+ ∂) = −(λ− µ)(−λ− µ+ 2c)h(λ+ µ, ∂). Taking g(λ, ∂) = A(λ) and
h(λ, ∂) = B(λ) into the above equality, we get −(λ−µ)(−λ−µ+2c)B(λ+µ) = 0.
Thus, h(λ, ∂) = B(λ) = 0. Then, by [LλY ]λ+µv = ((∂ +
3
2λ + c)Y )λ+µv, with a
similar discussion as that in (1), we have f(λ, ∂) = ∂+αλ+β and g(λ, ∂) = A(λ) =
0. Then, [LλM ]λ+µv = ((∂ +2c)M)λ+µv = 0,[YλM ]λ+µv = 0 and [MλM ]λ+µv = 0
hold, which concludes the proof. 
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